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Rarely Used Structures and Lesser-Studied Languages 2019-08-29

this book investigates a set of marginal syntactic structures which have been singularly influential in the development of generative theory spotlighting lesser studied languages of the indic
family while emphasizing implications for linguistic theory more broadly after first defining what constitutes a marginal syntactic structure this book then undertakes a micro comparative
approach to the rigorous exploration of fundamental properties of human language including displacement ellipsis unbounded dependencies and the role of clausal peripheries in such languages as
kashmiri and romani in so doing manetta interrogates and ultimately affirms the relevance of marked and marginal strings which have proven to be crucial to generative syntax while
simultaneously advocating for the role of lesser studied languages to the study of such properties this book is key reading for graduate students and researchers in linguistics and syntax more
specifically as well as those interested in the study of indic languages

Language Engineering for Lesser-studied Languages 2003

technologies enabling computers to process specific languages facilitate economic and political progress of societies where these languages are spoken development of methods and systems for
language processing is therefore a worthy goal for national governments as well as for business entities and scientific and educational institutions in every country in the world as work on
systems and resources for the lower density languages becomes more widespread an important question is how to leverage the results and experience accumulated by the field of computational
linguistics for the major languages in the development of resources and systems for lower density languages this issue has been at the core of the nato advanced studies institute on language
technologies for middle and low density languages held in georgia in october 2007 this publication is a collection of publication oriented versions of the lectures presented there and is a useful
source of knowledge about many core facets of modern computational linguistic work by the same token it can serve as a reference source for people interested in learning about strategies that are
best suited for developing computational linguistic capabilities for lesser studied languages either from scratch or using components developed for other languages the book should also be quite
useful in teaching practical system and resource building topics in computational linguistics site de l éditeur

Language Engineering for Lesser-studied Languages 2009

this volume presents new findings based on the analysis of spoken corpora in thirteen different afro asiatic languages a unique endeavor in the domain of lesser described languages it will be of
interest to corpus linguists general linguists typologists and linguists specializing in afro asiatic languages in addition to the rarity of corpus studies based on endangered and lesser described
languages the volume is remarkable due to its focus on the role of prosody in interaction with several other phenomena including code switching and borrowing phonology syntax and
information structure are explored and the issue of the elaboration of strategies for the typological comparison of corpora is addressed in several papers the volume also contains a presentation of
software development conducted within the scope of the corpafroas project and based upon the widely used elan the sound indexed and morphosyntactically annotated corpora with their olac
metadata and several other deliverables can be accessed and searched at dx doi org 10 1075 scl 68 website

Corpus-based Studies of Lesser-described Languages 2015-05-15

the articles compiled in this volume offer new insights into the wealth of prosodic and syntactic phenomena involved in the encoding of information structure categories they present data from
languages which are rarely if ever taken into account in the most prominent approaches in information structure theory and which belong to the afroasiatic amerindian australian caucasian and
niger congo language stocks in addition to the significant descriptive value of these pioneering contributions several studies also draw attention to previously undescribed or typologically rare
phenomena by adapting a variety of methods to under described and endangered languages ranging from experimental to naturalistic corpus studies this volume also aims to serve as an invitation



for further research in this direction

Information Structure in Lesser-described Languages 2018-08-02

it is not the goal of the present volume to promote galago as an animal model but to alert investigators to the potential thereof in this respect this collection of papers serves as a general
introduction the subjects covered are purposefully broad so as to illustrate that galago not only has been but may be utilized with success in a variety of research areas most papers deal with the
pros and cons of utilizing galago in a specific line of research and in many instances discuss potential problems which may arise the established value of the lesser bushbaby in particular reseach
endeavour is also discussed and illustrated by some contributors

The Lesser Bushbaby (Galago) as an Animal Model: Selected Topics 2019-08-08

shortlisted for the 2018 tws wildlife publication awards in the edited book category lesser prairie chickens have experienced substantial declines in terms of population and the extent of area that
they occupy while they are an elusive species making it difficult at times to monitor them current evidence indicates that they have been persistently decreasing in number since the dust bowl
of the 1930s dramatically affected their core range in may of 2014 the united states fish and wildlife service listed lesser prairie chickens as a threatened species granting them federal protection
under the endangered species act which included a special rule recognizing significant conservation planning efforts made by state and federal wildlife agencies within the geographical range of
the species although the listing was vacated by judicial ruling in september 2015 concern for persistence of the species persists these actions illustrate the uncertain legal status and future
conservation challenges for lesser prairie chickens ecology and conservation of lesser prairie chickens provides a compendium of data analytical results and synthesis generated among expert
wildlife biologists conservation biologists and ornithologists it thoroughly reviews the life history genetics and ecology of the species and is ultimately directed toward developing and establishing
appropriate conservation management strategies it presents a detailed analysis of the issues and risks relative to conservation as well as an overview of potential conservation tools it also addresses
the challenges that natural resource managers continue to face in their current conservation efforts while dealing with immediate and short term issues in lesser prairie chicken conservation this
book is also a useful starting point for guiding future research management and conservation of the species published in collaboration with and on behalf of the american ornithological society this
volume in the highly regarded studies in avian biology series provides a definitive reference for researchers managers and policy makers as well as those with interests in environmental science
avian biology game bird management or great plains ecology

Ecology and Conservation of Lesser Prairie-Chickens 2016-02-22

this book documents the lesser known varieties of english which have been overlooked and understudied within the canon of english linguistics

Further Studies in the Lesser-Known Varieties of English 2015-04-30

advances in agronomy continues to be recognized as a leading reference and a first rate source of the latest research in agronomy major reviews deal with the current topics of interest to
agronomists as well as crop and soil scientists as always the subjects covered are varied and exemplary of the myriad subject matter dealt with by this long running serial editor donald sparks
former president of the soil science society of america and current president of the international union of soil science is the s hallock du pont chair of plant and soil sciences at the university of
delaware maintains the highest impact factor among serial publications in agriculture presents timely reviews on important agronomy issues enjoys a long standing reputation for excellence in
the field



Advances in Agronomy 2003-08-19

beginning with number 41 1979 the university of texas press became the publisher of the handbook of latin american studies the most comprehensive annual bibliography in the field compiled by
the hispanic division of the library of congress and annotated by a corps of specialists in various disciplines the handbook alternates from year to year between social sciences and humanities the
handbook annotates works on mexico central america the caribbean and the guianas spanish south america and brazil as well as materials covering latin america as a whole most of the subsections
are preceded by introductory essays that serve as biannual evaluations of the literature and research underway in specialized areas

Handbook of Latin American Studies, Vol. 76 2023-04-11

the cultural diversity of the asia pacific region is reflected in a multitude of linguistic ecologies of languages of lesser power i e of indigenous and immigrant languages whose speakers lack
collective linguistic power especially in education this volume looks at a representative sampling of such communities some receive strong government support while others receive none for
some indigenous languages the same government schools that once tried to stamp out indigenous languages are now the vehicles of language revival as the various chapters in this book show
some parents strongly support the use of languages other than the national language in education while others are actively against it and perhaps a majority have ambivalent feelings the overall
meta theme that emerges from the collection is the need to view the teaching and learning of these languages in relation to the different needs of the speakers within a sociolinguistics of mobility

Education in Languages of Lesser Power 2015-02-15

our intention with this book was to present the reader with the most accurate significant and up to date background and knowledge in the areas of ethnomedicinal and nutraceutical vegetation for
the lesser himalayas in a comprehensive text wild edible vegetables of lesser himalayas provides a complete review of over 50 important plants of this region and details each species including
photographs botanical name local name family flowering and fruiting period status and habitat parts used distribution ethnobotanical uses cultural aspects medicinal uses and nutraceutical aspects
medicinal uses include mode of preparation method of application and diseases studied cultural aspects and index nutraceutical data provides analysis of fats proteins fibers carbohydrates ash
moisture content dry matter and energy value elemental analysis includes various essential and toxic metals phytochemical screening includes total phenolics flavonoids flavonols and ascorbic acid
and antioxidant potential in terms of dpph scavenging activity hydroxyl radical scavenging activity h2o2 scavenging activity fe2 chelating activity ferric reducing antioxidant power and
phosphomolybdenum assay for each species wild edible vegetables of lesser himalayas is a concise and handy guide for scientists scholars and students interested in the study of agriculture food
science nutraceutical science bioscience biodiversity applied ethnobotany ethnoecology and ecology

Wild Edible Vegetables of Lesser Himalayas 2014-10-15

this book provides insights into the fascinating life of the lesser flamingo phoeniconaias minor and describes how this enigmatic bird has adapted to the extreme conditions of tropical soda lakes and
can even withstand the caustic effects of brine however humans are increasingly disrupting the natural cycles of these wetlands and for these pink birds characteristic of these salt lakes it is
becoming more and more difficult to find suitable habitats food and breeding grounds their fate is considered a cautionary example of man s dealings with nature will the lesser flamingo survive
in a man made world flamingos are considered to be an embodiment of the phoenix and the author interweaves his personal experiences with and observations of the flamingos unusual habitats
with the phoenix motif in order to stimulate reflection on the circle of life written in an accessible style that combines science biological information and the author s own travels and fieldwork
the book also includes a wealth of captivating images as such it offers a unique resource for biologists and nature loving africa and asia enthusiasts alike



Lesser Flamingos 2018-12-31

in interrogations of evolutionism in german literature 1859 2011 nicholas saul offers the first representative account of german literary responses to darwinian evolutionism from from raabe and
jensen via ernst jünger and botho strauß to dietmar dath

Interrogations of Evolutionism in German Literature 1859-2011 2021-02-08

how do non governmental humanitarian aid organizations initiate terminate and extend their project activities humanitarian aid organizations regularly face difficult decisions about life and death
in a context of serious time constraints which force them daily to select whom to help and whom not to help liesbet heyse focuses on how humanitarian aid organizations make these decisions and
provides an inside view of the decision making processes two ngo case studies are used as illustration médecins sans frontières msf and acting with churches together act both of which operate in
an international network and represent specific types of ngos often found in the community this book opens up the black box of ngo operations provides an empirical account of organizational
decision making and combines insights of organization theory and organizational decision making theory

Choosing the Lesser Evil 2016-05-23

this archaeological study reconstructs pre columbian exchange networks in the lesser antilles based on lithic artefact distributions among the different islands

Status, Ecology, and Management of the Lesser Prairie Chicken 1980

mallet toes hammertoes claw toes pip correction hammertoes clawtoes mtp correction flexor to extensor transfer metatarsalgia distal metatarsal osteotomies metatarsalgia proximal metatarsal
osteotomies crossover and valgus toe deformity revision lesser toe surgery freiberg s infraction fifth toe deformities congenital toe deformities bunionette deformity etiology exostectomy
bunionette deformity osteotomies postoperative complications

Lesser and Canadian Sandhill Crane Populations, Age Structure, and Harvest 1979

reflecting a multitude of developments in the study of language change and variation over the last ten years this extensively updated second edition features a number of new chapters and
remains the authoritative reference volume on a core research area in linguistics a fully revised and expanded edition of this acclaimed reference work which has established its reputation based
on its unrivalled scope and depth of analysis in this interdisciplinary field includes seven new chapters while the remainder have undergone thorough revision and updating to incorporate the
latest research and reflect numerous developments in the field accessibly structured by theme covering topics including data collection and evaluation linguistic structure language and time
language contact language domains and social differentiation brings together an experienced international editorial and contributor team to provides an unrivalled learning teaching and reference
tool for researchers and students in sociolinguistics

Stone Artefact Production and Exchange Among the Lesser Antilles 2007

transcription by rna polymerases is a well known process in many organisms mainly at the level of transcription initiation elongation and termination transcriptional process has been well studied
in the case of the eukaryotic rna polymerase ii that synthesizes all mrnas and also for the bacterial rna polymerase however many aspects of rna polymerases including their biogenesis function



and even their impact in different cellular processes or in health are still unknown moreover it is interesting to delve deeper into knowledge of less investigated rna polymerases such as those
from plants or from cellular organelles to unravel also how these enzymes mediate transcription process and how they impact cellular rna content and gene expression

Current Management of Lesser Toe Deformities, An Issue of Foot and Ankle Clinics - E-Book 2011-12-28

this long awaited update to the acclaimed first edition is the definitive guide to a complex and intriguing family the species accounts and taxonomic treatments have been fully revised in line
with recent studies and the all new plates and photos complete this remarkable work highly recommended dominic mitchell beautiful colourful often fearless hunters of large insects and small
vertebrates shrikes are among the most admired of all avian groups the group is widespread particularly in the old world with a large number of species though many populations have
plummeted in recent years especially in europe this is a second edition of norbert lefranc s shrikes fully updated from its 1997 predecessor the introductory texts have been significantly expanded
and six new sections have been added in the species accounts vagrancy foraging behaviour breeding success population trends conservation and taxonomic notes special attention has been given to
the latest developments in shrike systematics not forgotten by the dna revolution the species accounts give information about the past and current distribution along with threats and conservation
status detailed and fully revised maps accompany the authoritative text along with hundreds of high quality photos showcasing racial and ageing differences as well as interesting aspects of shrike
behaviour an exceptional new series of plates by tim worfolk have been created with more individual plumages shown than in the previous edition this beautiful book represents the definitive
account of shrikes and their relationships appearance conservation and lifestyle it will be treasured by birdwatchers and professional ornithologists alike

The Handbook of Language Variation and Change 2013-06-17

this book investigates a set of marginal syntactic structures which have been singularly influential in the development of generative theory spotlighting lesser studied languages of the indic
family while emphasizing implications for linguistic theory more broadly after first defining what constitutes a marginal syntactic structure this book then undertakes a micro comparative
approach to the rigorous exploration of fundamental properties of human language including displacement ellipsis unbounded dependencies and the role of clausal peripheries in such languages as
kashmiri and romani in so doing manetta interrogates and ultimately affirms the relevance of marked and marginal strings which have proven to be crucial to generative syntax while
simultaneously advocating for the role of lesser studied languages to the study of such properties this book is key reading for graduate students and researchers in linguistics and syntax more
specifically as well as those interested in the study of indic languages

The study of history in American colleges and universities by Herbert B. Adams 1887

this reference addresses basic principles and concepts that are central to the major clinical nutrition related activities such as nutritional assessment and monitoring current theoretical base and
knowledge of efficacious interventions interactions between genetic and nutritional factors and the use and interpretation of population based or clinical epidemiological evidence

Patristic Studies 1922

goal of study was to extrapolate broad evolutionary trends from projected chromosomal rearrangement sequences related to environmental parameters



Coordination of Federal and State Programs Affecting Chesapeake Bay 1979

the first edition appeared fourteen years ago since then there have been significant advances in our science that warrant an updating and revision of sand and sandstone the main framework of
the first edition has been retained so that the reader can begin with the mineralogy and textural properties of sands and sandstones progress through their organization and classification and their
study as a body of rock to consideration of their origin prove nance transportation deposition and lithification and finally to their place in the stratigraphic column and the basin the last decade has
seen the rise of facies analysis based on a closer look at the stratigraphic record and the recognition of characteristic bed ding sequences that are the signatures of some geologic process such as a
prograding shallow water delta or the migration of a point bar on an alluvial floodplain the environment of sand deposition is more closely determined by its place in such depositional systems
than by criteria based on textural characteristics the fingerprint approach our revi sion reflects this change in thinking as in the geological sciences as a whole the concept of plate tectonics has
required a rethinking of our older ideas about the origin and accumu lation of sediments especially the nature of the sedimentary basins

Patristic Studies 1922
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